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LEADERSHIP

NEW: ASPIRING TO EXCELLENCE: LEADING A
SUCCESSFUL ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

LOCATION/DATE
London
Wednesday 15 June 2022

CODE 9017

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This course will consider what excellence in a English department looks like, and the role of the Head
of English/Programme Manager in helping to achieve and maintain such excellence. It will examine
strategies for successful recruitment of students, for optimizing teaching and learning, for managing
teachers experienced and inexperienced, and for establishing and maintaining a position for English within
a school. It will conclude with an overview of what the working year of a Head of English involves, and of
the opportunities and challenges the job presents at various stages in its life cycle. It will offer constructive,
pragmatic advice derived from experience, and will aim to incorporate lively discussion and question-andanswer sessions.

Donna Adams is Programme
Manager for English at a large
inner-city college in London.
A significant number of students
at the college begin their
FE courses with a grade 3 in
English. Donna is responsible
for supporting staff to further
develop learners’ skills to attain
a grade 4 or above. Often these
students lack confidence and
motivation. Prior to this she
taught for 10 years in various
English roles. Her favourite
aspects of English are teaching
creative and transactional writing.
She also has a keen interest in
helping students to read for
pleasure.

This course is designed for current Heads of English/ Programme Managers and for anyone interested in
holding such a position or in contributing to the management of an English department.

PROGRAMME

TIME

What is a successful English department?
l
l
l
l
l
l

Student recruitment
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 10.30am

Acknowledging and confronting existential threats to English
The position of English within a school: variables, challenges and opportunities
The importance of student recruitment
The quality of teaching and learning
Managing staff towards happiness and fulfilment
Expectations and outcomes: senior leadership, the intellectual environment, public exams and
progression to higher education
10.30 – 11.30am

Key Stage 3: curricula to attract and retain students
Engaging interest in language work at GCSE
Stretch and challenge without intimidation
Developing the department as a physical space
Beyond the classroom and the curriculum: educational visits and trips
Promotion and advertisement using traditional and new media
English in a digital world
English and the twenty-first century child

Discussion: coffee break

11.30 – 11.45am

Teaching and learning

11.45 – 12.45pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

The role of the HoD in planning and managing T&L: possibilities and limitations
Resources (and budgets): buying resources in and developing resources in-house
Developing curricula and schemes of work
Opportunities for the HoD to model T&L
Making effective use of assessment and assessment data
Managing teaching and learning in a post Covid era

Lunch and informal discussion

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

1.45 – 2.30pm

Strategies for managing experienced teachers
Strategies for managing junior teachers
Managing trainees and NQTs
Encouraging ongoing professional development: formal and informal opportunities
Making observation and appraisal processes as effective as possible
Involving others in decision-making, planning and delivery
Making the most of departmental meetings
Line managers: the Head of English within a management structure
Dealing with senior leadership: compliance, challenge and picking one’s battles
2.30 – 2.45pm

How it works: the Head of English

2.45 – 3.45pm

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Managing one’s time and workload: variables and the work-life balance
The pros and cons of delegation
Planning ahead and finding time to do so
Preparing for Inspections
Before and after staying abreast of developments in secondary and higher education
The early years: taking over a department, and the watching brief
Maintaining freshness and enthusiasm: professional and intellectual development
Career progression
Peaks, troughs and the long run: responding to success and failure

IN SCHOOL INFO

Current Heads of English
departments

l

Aspiring Heads of English
departments

l

Those wishing to take on
a leadership role within an
English department

l

Senior Leaders responsible for
English

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
By the end of the course,
delegates will have:

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

l

l

Considered what makes a
English department excellent,
and the role of the Head of
English in achieving excellence

l

Looked at a range of strategies
for improving and maintaining
recruitment of students

l

Looked at ways in which a
Head of English can develop
and improve teaching
and learning within the
department

l

Enhanced their ability to lead,
support and nurture teachers
in the department

l

Examined the yearly workload
of a Head of English and the
life cycle of the job

l

Reflected on strategies for
dealing with the challenges
and making the most of the
opportunities presented by a
Head of English position

12.45 – 1.45pm

Managing others and being managed by others
l

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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GCSE

NEW: AQA GCSE ENGLISH HIGHER GRADE
ATTAINMENT FOR WEAKER STUDENTS
CODE 9018

LOCATION/DATE
London
Tuesday 29 March 2022
Wednesday 29 June 022

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

Moving grade 3 students up to obtain at least a grade 4/5. The course will provide practical
approaches and techniques to motivate and boost the grades of lower-level ability students. The
focus will be on how to support weaker students to demonstrate a confident control of Standard
English, write grammatically correct sentences, deploy figurative language, and analyse texts.

Donna Adams is Programme
Manager for English at a large
inner-city college in London.
A significant number of
students at the college begin
their FE courses with a grade 3
in English. Donna is responsible
for supporting staff to further
develop learners’ skills to attain
a grade 4 or above. Often these
students lack confidence and
motivation. Prior to this she
taught for 10 years in various
English roles. Her favourite
aspects of English are teaching
creative and transactional
writing. She also has a keen
interest in helping students to
read for pleasure.

There will also be a focus on how to develop creative writing as many students among low ability
often struggle to create original and imaginative accounts that meet the assessment outcome
requirements.

PROGRAMME

TIME

What Does Gaining a Grade 4 or beyond involve?
l
l
l
l

Getting students started – Transactional Writing
l

10.00 – 10.30am

Key elements for achieving grade 4 or beyond.
Identifying and considering the main challenges when teaching the weaker student.
What are the ‘hurdles’ and how to overcome them
Reflect on how the assessment objectives can help these students secure marks to show
competency.
10.30 – 11.15pm

Inspirational ideas and approaches in a practical session to support weaker students from
a given starting point in transactional writing, and to stick with an idea without jumping
from one unrelated idea to the next. This session will encourage students to write more
purposefully in the argue/persuade genres.

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Discussion: coffee break

11.15 – 11.30am

Creative risks, motivation, and excitement through developing
short stories
l

Responding to starting points effectively is key to exam success especially for weaker
students. This session demonstrates ways to do this in practical terms using language
imaginatively and creatively; using information provided by others to write in different
forms; maintaining a clear point of view; sustaining coherence with a range of connected
ideas.

Lunch and informal discussion

Finding ‘the link’ annotation – empowering the weaker student
l

12.30 – 1.30pm
1.30 – 2.30pm

Practical workshop session - empower your weaker students by giving them specific
strategies to identify linguistic techniques in any short story text. The workshop explores
how to support students to find common themes, mood/tone and offers practical
resources such as ‘two colour theory’ and ‘speed dating’.

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.30 – 2.45pm

Vocabulary ideas for critical reading and comprehension

2.45 – 3.45pm

l

l

Weaker students often struggle with ‘how to’ explain clearly. This session looks at how
to support students to clearly compare writers’ ideas and communicate using sentence
starters. It removes the ‘fear’, helps those students with limited vocabulary of their own,
puts both you and them in control of how it to comment on a range of literature whilst
referring to evidence from the text. This is a crucial strategy for A02, A03 and A04.
Final Checks: Time management and technical accuracy.

IN SCHOOL INFO
4

11.30 – 12.30pm

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Heads of Department

l A
 ll teachers of AQA GCSE
English Language

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Unpick AQA exam board
requirements for reaching
grade 4 or above.

l Gain ideas, approaches in
workshops to tweak & apply
the following day in your
classroom.
l Focus on teaching strategies
which will ‘turn on’ and
motivate reluctant learners.
l Increase student awareness
of how writers convey
meaning and make clear
comments on the effects of
language.
l Find out successful ways to
develop creative writing skills
for lower ability students
l Develop strategies to
support lower ability
students who struggle with
communicating clearly and
organising information and
ideas.

Cost: £269+VAT

BESPOKE STUDENT IN-SCHOOL SESSIONS 2022
Bespoke conferences tailored to address the priorities of your students
Bring expert current examiner practitioners into your school
Top quality, valuable practical advice and guidance for your students
Key challenge areas, key focus points analysed and worked through
Online or face-to-face sessions
Interactive, engaging, motivational
Bespoke, tailored sessions
Excellent for the run up to Mock Exams
For further details and to discuss, phone Jonathan on 01625 532974
email online@keynote.org.uk
or visit www.keynoteeducational.co.uk
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